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Abstract: Network on Chip (NoC) has been introduced as
a cost effective solution to address the on chip design chal-
lenges of the dedicated bus-based communications for multi-
core Systems-on-Chip(SoC). The increase in core density for a
multicore system and parallel execution of programs over these
cores contribute to the multicasting. Multicast communication
results in generation of multiple packets from a single source.
Routers with input buffers form the backbone of a traditional
NoC based communication system. Buffer-less NoCs are gain-
ing popularity due to simplicity in the router design, low power
consumption, and less chip area. Considering the cost overhead
of the buffer NoCs deflection routers with minimal number
of buffers are gaining importance. All architectural enhance-
ment proposed in NoC systems are focusing in input buffered
routers. We propose a novel cost effective deflection architec-
ture that facilitates multicast support. We are making use of a
partitioning mechanism for the flit duplication. Experimental
analysis proves that our technique substantially reduces aver-
age transaction latency of multicast packets and link traversal
count without increasing the average deflection rate.
Keywords: bufferless, deflection routing, link traversals, multi-
threaded, packet duplication, transaction latency.

I. Introduction

Recent years, due to the advancement in the VLSI tech-
nology, the number of processing cores that can be integrated
on a single chip increased rapidly. This swift transition
in a multi-core chip paves way for running multithreaded
applications as well as multiprogrammed workloads. The
multithreaded applications share some common data that are
distributed across multiple cores. To handle the information
exchange among these cores, multi-core processors need an
efficient on-chip communication framework. Network on
Chip (NoC) is introduced as an efficient and cost effective
solution to connect all the cores. NoC is a flexible and
scalable communication subsystem on an integrated circuit,
typically between the cores in a SoC (System on Chip).

A typical NoC based system consists of an interconnecti-
con of the cores through a set of routers. Each core consist
of an out-of-order superscalar processor with a dedicated
L1-cache and a distributed shared L2-cache. Cores com-
municate each other to service cache misses and coherence
transactions, in the form of packets. A flit is a basic unit of
a flow control between a pair of routers. Wormhole routing
[9],[10] based on credit or handshaking flow control assure
streamlined flow of flits through the routers.

Traditional input buffered NoC have buffers at each input
port. Flits reaching the buffers can reside in the buffers until
a productive output port is obtained. The buffers are power
hungry and the buffer management circuits are complex
[23]. Hence the buffer-less routers gained popularity than
the traditional buffered NoC. Eliminating the buffers from
the router design simplifies the router design and cuts down
the area and power consumption. Packets reside in the
bufferless router for a definite number of clock cycles in
the pipeline latches, buffer-less router should forward all
the incoming packets to the adjacent router. Under such
circumstance few packets may be deflected away through
non-productive port. But buffer-less NoCs incur significant
performance degradation under heavy traffic. This is due to
high deflection rate and higher number of port conflicts. In a
bufferless system, contention of two flits for the same output
port will force one flit to choose the available port, making
other flit to deflect to a non-productive port. Deflected
flit eventually reach the destination by proper livelock
prevention mechanisms. Thus deflection routing emerges as
the most popular choice of routing technique in buffer-less
network [12],[13],[14].

Multicast messages are generated when the working set
of the physical memory address are distributed across dif-
ferent cores. A highly multithreaded application, generates
many multicast messages. One-to-many communication
is frequently arising in multi-threaded parallel execution
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environments due to synchronization of applications in-
coming in multiple cores, cache invalidation messages
generated during cache coherence implementation and clock
synchronization. Cache-coherence [16] is a mechanism used
to maintain consistency among the shared data kept in the
caches. Either write-invalidate or write update protocols can
be employed to ensure the coherence among the multiple
copies of the same data. Invalidation is done by propagating
a multicast message to every core where the duplicate
data resides. Cache invalidation [17], [18] techniques are
employed to keep the data consistent across the caches. The
applications in the cores can continue their execution only
after successful deliver of invalidation message to respective
sharer cores. Such multicast message over a conventional
NoC framework can experience a significant delay and
power consumption [3].

The conventional NoC router framework does not em-
ploy any unique hardware for handling multicasting. Slight
modifications in the router architecture can help multicast
communication. Even though the multicast packets can be
serviced just like the unicast packets, this technique suffers
from additional resource utilization and long waiting time
due to the serialized nature messages. This is due to the
decomposition of the message to serve each unique destina-
tion independently. Traditional unicasting approach cannot
tackle such high sporadic traffic generated by multithreaded
applications. But a multicast support at hardware level will
improve the network performance in a power efficient way.
Our contributions are:

• A new NoC router design for multicasting which works
by deflection routing with minimal buffering support.
This multicast router employs deflection routing but can
use small buffer space for enhancing the performance.

• A new multicasting approach for minimally buffered
NoC that takes into consideration the congestion param-
eter for the duplication of the packets. This approach
divides the routers into different regions and duplicates
are generated for each region.

• The evaluation of the proposed multicast approach is
compared with the Recursive Partitioning, Hamiltonian
Based and Unicast as multicast techniques.

In this paper, we propose a congestion aware, region based
multicast support mechanism for buffer-less NoCs. Rest of
the paper is organized as follows. The related works are cov-
ered in Section II. The motivation of this work and back-
ground of network partitioning in buffer-less routing are il-
lustrated in Section III and IV respectively. The proposed
work is introduced in Section V. Implementation details and
experimental results are given in Section VI and we conclude
our work in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Buffer-less NoCs are relatively new and promising area
which work on the principle of the deflection routing. But
unfortunately no multicast support is used for conventional
bufferless NoC routers. A fine turning in the router architec-
ture is inevitable to handle multicasting in buffer-less NoCs

in a better way.

Several works have been proposed, to modify the tradi-
tional input buffered router microarchitecture, to facilitate
multicast operations. One naive method is to disintegrate
multicast message into the multiple-unicast packets. Each of
the unicast packet is routed independently over the network
to its respective addresses. This scheme increases the
network traffic which leads to high message latency.

Hardware based multicast support systems can be
broadly divided as path-based and tree-based [4], [5], [6]
techniques. These two methods differ mainly the way the
messages are routed to various multicast destination through
the network. In path based multicasting, the duplication
happens only at destination routers while traversing through
every destination in a sequential way. Eventually the flit gets
delivered at all the specified destination but takes long time
to service all the destinations. This scheme does not increase
any network congestion as there is no packet duplication.
This scheme suffers from high multicast transaction latency.
Multicast transaction latency is defined as the total time
(cycles) elapsed between generation of multicast message
and reception of this multicast message to all its destinations.
To overcome the disadvantage of high transaction latency,
destination list is divided into disjoint set. The message
through duplication of the flits are sent to each of these
destination list. These techniques are grouped as tree based,
where the multicast message replication happens at any
intermediate router not necessarily belongs to destination
vector.

In path based approach, destination nodes are ordered at
the source to find the minimal path. This results in increase
in the overall latency due to the overhead at the source
node. The message gets delivered at its last position without
replication, after servicing all the elements in the destination
vector.

Routers in 2D mesh are represented by Cartesian
coordinate system which indicates the position along X and
Y directions. In Hamiltonian path based routing strategy,
each router is designated with a unique id starting from 0
to N-1 [8]. The naming starts from first router (0,0) then
continuously assigning labels from left to right for even rows
and right to left for odd rows. Multi-path routing algorithm
is an extension of Hamiltonian routing strategies to reduce
the path length in the network. The set of destination nodes
is partitioned into two subsets namely left and right, whose
ID are greater and smaller or vice versa than that of source,
respectively.

In XY path based multicasting [19], a packet is sent along
the X-direction and then propagated along the Y-channel
to reach the first destination. After that, the message is
forwarded to its subsequent destinations. Overhead channel
dependencies [21] may arise due to the dispatch of similar
message to many destinations.

In column path multicast routing [22], the destination



node set is partitioned into at most 2k subsets, where k is
the number of columns. A packet is sent along the row
direction and duplicated for every destination along the
column. A single copy of the message is sufficient to service
the destinations, if they occur either above or below a node
along the row.

In tree based multicasting, [2] the packet travels along a
common path as far as possible and branches (replicate) into
separate copies of message that gets transmitted to disjoint
unique subset of destinations. In Virtual Circuit Tree-Based
Multicasting (VCTM) [3], a unique VCT number identifies
the source-destination pair. However, it uses a lookup table
based multicasting router which has high power and area
overhead.

The Recursive Partitioning Multicast(RPM) [7] makes
use of the concept of region division to replicate the packets.
Based on the source node, the network is divided into eight
regions. Replication to any region takes place only if the
destination falls in that particular region.

Two replication schemes are popularly adopted; syn-
chronous and asynchronous replication [11]. Asynchronous
replication is preferred over the synchronous replication be-
cause an independent packet replica will be formulated with-
out an overhead of a feedback architecture.

III. Motivation

Multicasting techniques in NoC proposed so far is on
input buffered. To the best of our understanding so far no
work is proposed to facilitate multicasting in bufferless
NoCs. There is a growing popularity for buffer-less deflec-
tion routers for large NoC Systems. Multicasting support
at router level for such systems involves greater research
interest.

These issues cannot be left unnoticed since it has series
impact on the performance of chip multicore system. Hence
it is desirable to introduce a new router architecture to
enhance the system performance.

The main objective of our work is introduce a multicasting
technique to reduce the transaction latency of the packets in
a buffer-less situation. However, the afore mentioned multi-
casting methods (Section 2) employed by the buffered routers
cannot be directly adopted for the buffer-less NoCs. It is not
advisable to utilize these strategies as they impose serious
storage overhead which is a critical bottleneck in bufferless
NoCs. All the intended destination can be reached effectively
only if we generate required number of duplicates. This du-
plication can affect the performance of the NoC systems due
to the storage bottleneck in buffer-less NoCs and also due
to the added traffic. So, in order to implement multicasting
in a buffer-less NoC, we need to have replication restriction
which can avoid flooding of the packets. This situation has
motivated us to put forward a new multicast hardware sce-
nario that support in a buffer-less framework.

Figure. 1: Packet Structure

IV. Buffer-less Multicast Routing

The NoC system under consideration is a 2D mesh orga-
nized on Nx N . Each node is represented by (Xnode, Ynode)
making use of a Cartesian Coordinate system which indicates
the position along the X and Y direction. Each node is given
a label starting from 0, and label NodeID is given by,

NodeID = (Xnode ∗N) + Ynode (1)

For each node position (Xnode, Ynode), the entire network is
partitioned into 4-subregions with respect to the source node
(Xsource, Ysource) based on the following conditions.
RegionNE : with nodes (Xnode, Ynode) such that
(Xnode > Xsource) and (Ynode ≥ Ysource)
RegionSE : with nodes (Xnode, Ynode) such that
(Xnode ≥ Xsource) and (Ynode < Ysource)
RegionNW : with nodes (Xnode, Ynode) such that
(Xnode ≤ Xsource) and (Ynode > Ysource)
RegionSW : with nodes (Xnode, Ynode) such that
(Xnode < Xsource) and (Ynode ≤ Ysource)

Message carries all the information needed for routing
the data packets. For a multicast message the destination
header list should contain all the designated destinations.
In order to reduce the communication latency, the header
information need to be minimized. This helps to increase
the effective network bandwidth. Different multi-address
encoding schemes [1] can be employed depending upon
multicasting strategy. Several efforts are made to find out an
effective way to manage the multiple destination addresses
such as all-destination encoding, bit string encoding and
multiple-region broadcast encoding. In order to reduce the
header processing time in our work we are making use of
the bit-string encoding. This scheme performs well even if
the destination list is large.

Figure 1 shows the packet structure that is used to
facilitate multicasting in buffer-less NoCs. Flit type specifies
the type of the flit i.e Head, Body or Tail. In a 8x8 mesh
network, each router is uniquely addressed by 6 bits. Hence
we use 6-bits each for both source and destination. A
10-bit cyclic packet number is also a part of packet header
which uniquely identifies the flits in the network. A 2-bit
multicast field in the payload indicates that the packets
contain multicast information. The multicast destinations



Figure. 2: Network partitioning based on source node position.

Figure. 3: Destination list and region based mask based on a
source.

can be represented using n-bit string method where each
bit corresponds to node number in an ’n’ core system. For
a 8x8 network, the multicast field has a 64-bit field. A
32-bit physical address field which indicates the address
of memory location (assuming 4 GB physical address space).

Figure 2 depicts the header information of multicasting
scenario mentioned in Figure 3. With respect to the source
node 35, the network is partitioned into four different regions
(NE,SE,NW,SW ) based on the condition specified in
the beginning of this section. Corresponding region mask
is obtained by setting the bit positions of the routers that
belong to the specific sub-regions. In a NWRegion mask bit
positions are set for those routers that falls in NWRegion.
It is assumed that there are 10 destinations in the network,
denoted as DList = {0, 2, 6, 18, 23, 29, 39, 40, 50, 54}. For
each of these values, the corresponding bit position is set as
1 in the multicast destination header list.

V. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The 2-cycle router pipeline framework of the proposed
architecture is given in Figure 4. In the first stage ejection
and duplication unit, prioritization and preemption unit and
routing and duplication unit are present. The second stage
consists of the port allocation unit. Features of the functional
units are explained in detail in the following section. The
four internal flit channels (North, East, South, West) carry
the incoming flits arriving from the neighbouring routers and
move them through the router’s pipeline units. The pipeline
registers(A, B and C) act as a latch and are used for the
smooth transition between the stages. The pipeline register
B contains not only the flits from the neighbouring router
but also their duplicates.

The proposed architecture implements hardware based
multicast functionality on router without adding significant
overhead on the router pipeline. Both the multicast and
the unicast messages use the same router architecture
for routing the flits. For efficient routing of multicast
flits, routers need the duplication component in it. The
partitioning mechanism is employed by the router’s du-
plication logic so that the message reaches the intended
multicast destinations in the header list. There are two
functional units that employ duplication logic; one in the
ejection unit and the other in the routing and duplication unit.

The router architecture use minimal pool of buffer called
side buffer for accommodating the preempted flits thus mak-
ing a free channel for the flit duplication. The core buffer
contains the flits injected by the local core.

A. Ejection and Duplication Unit (EDU)

Ejection takes place only if the flit reaches its destination.
If the current router address and the destination address (in
the packet header) show the same value, ejection of the flits
to the local processing core happens. In case of a unicast
message, the flit is removed from the internal flit channel
for making a free channel and then gets ejected through the
ejection port.



Figure. 4: Deflection Router Architecture that supports mul-
ticasting.

If the muticast flit contains more than one destinations
then the processing is different. In such scenario, if the multi-
cast message reaches its destination or any of its destination,
then it is serviced by providing a copy of that packet. At the
destination router, a duplicate of the flit is delivered to the
core and the packet is forwarded to the next destination. The
original flit is forwarded to the next destination in the desti-
nation list. The multicast destination header list of original
message is updated to avoid the redundant flits to the routers.
The original flit still continues its advancement through the
network, except the one that got serviced in the destination
header list.

B. Prioritization and Preemption Unit (PPU)

In order to ensure fair progress of both multicast as
well as regular flits in a network, the prioritization of all
the incoming flits based on a priority matrix is performed.
Highest priority is assigned to a multicast packet and the
remaining flits are sorted based on the hops to the destination.

There can be multiple multicast flits in a router and all
may not get a provision for duplication in the current router.
If a flit wants to be duplicated at this router, a free channel is
made possible by a random pick (from the unicast message).
One flit from the internal flit channels in the pipeline is force-
fully preempted to the side buffer. By this preemption, a free
channel is created thereby making a provision for the dupli-
cate flit. The starvation of the flits residing in the side buffer
and core buffer are avoided by re-injecting them back into
the router pipeline during the subsequent cycles.

C. Routing and Duplication Unit (RDU)

The Duplication and Routing Unit consist of two
sub-modules; Duplication unit followed by the Routing unit.
In case of multicast message, the destinations mentioned in
the header list can be effectively reached, only if we create
duplicate flit at the current router. The duplication of the
original message with a new set of destinations specific to
the regions is done.

The duplication logic is a light weight control module
that consumes very less area. As soon as the flits reach the
duplication logic, the multi-destination list is extracted. To
implement the duplication logic, an enable signal for each

of the pipeline channel is maintained. Initially enable signal
is reset to zero for all the pipeline channels. If any one of
the flits is a potential candidate for duplication, then the
corresponding duplication logic is activated by setting the
enable signal. The potential candidate for the duplication
is found based on the congestion metric obtained from the
Internal Channel and Flit Count which will be explained in
the following section.

The enable signal is set for a flit depending on the con-
gestion metric value. Congestion metric takes into account
the free Internal Channel and flit count. Duplication of the
flits at the source router or in the intermediate destinations is
done only after considering congestion value.

Internal Channel

Flits flow through the internal flit channel in a router.
Since there are four input ports, maximum flits that can move
through the router’s internal flit channel is restricted to four.
A replication happens only if there is a vacant channel for
the flit to reside in it. The difference between the available
output ports and the required ports for the incoming flits
gives the total number of free internal flit channel of a router.

If there are vacant channels and if more than one
flits are designated for duplication, the flit appropriate for
duplication is resolved after analyzing the Flit Count. This
is done to avoid the congestion overhead due to duplication.

Flit Count

Flit count is the total number of flits that have been
passed to the specific direction (N, E, S and W ) through
that router. Flit count denotes the history based scheme
that captures the number of flits to collect the congestion
information. If the number of flits that get propagated to
a unique direction is prominent, duplication will add extra
traffic which may lead to contention.

A set of four (one for each direction) 5-bit counters are
employed to keep track of the flits for each direction. The
counter value is refreshed to 0 after a C number of clock
cycles. The counter keeps track of the flits owing through
the router during this C cycle interval to set a 2-bit priority
value. Four different priority levels are set for each output
ports: Level 00 for counter values less than 10; level 01
for counter values between 11 and 15; level 10 for counter
values between 16 and 20 and level 11 for counter values
greater than 21. A fair congestion information at a router
helps in regulating the duplication at a router.

The direction with the highest priority (Level 00) is
considered to be less congested and the flit with which
requests for these direction are given the provision for
duplication. This information is passed on to the duplication
unit so as to enable the signal. Now the duplication unit
generates the duplicate for the each possible partitions.

The duty of the duplication logic is not only restricted
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Figure. 5: Comparative analysis of latency versus injection rate for various synthetic traffic patterns in 8x8 mesh network.

to duplicate a packet, but also to modify the original packet
header. This prevent redundant flits from reaching the
router. Thus the packet header of the new packet has only
the disjoint subset of the destination header nodes. The
logical AND operation between the region mask and the
destination header list results in setting the bit positions
exclusively for a particular partition.

To avoid the storage overhead, the duplicate flits are
placed into the pipeline register which get forwarded to the
free pipeline flit channel. There is not much area overhead
for the current router due to the duplication scheme. Actu-
ally, the replication component in our router is only a control
logic (for each internal channel). Hence it will not consume
considerable area.

After obtaining the new multicast destination header list,
the packet is forwarded to the new target in the destination
list. The destination address is fixed as the nearest router
among the new multicast destination header list.

The routing unit compute the next feasible output port
to forward the flits in the current router. Route computation
logic in the routing unit employs XY routing to find the next
router to forward the flits. Core buffer holds the preempted
flits from the previous cycle. To avoid the starvation of the
flits residing in the core and the side buffer they are allowed
to enter into the router pipeline after a threshold time of
three-cycle.

D. Port Allocation

Port Allocation Unit consists of two 2 x 2 arbiters similar
to one used in CHIPPER [12]. Regular flits together with the
duplicated flits (maximum of four) from the pipeline register
moves to the port allocation stage. It allocates the output
ports to each of the incoming flits based on the information
obtained from Routing and Prioritization Unit. The highest
priority flit always gets the desired output port. Other flits
may get deflected or assigned productive ports based on port
conflicts in each stage of the arbiter.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

We use NoC simulator, Booksim [15], to model the two-
stage multicast deflection router architecture by modifying
the traditional input buffered simulator. We employ single

flit scheme such that every flit in the network contains all the
information required for routing since all the flits get routed
independently. In order to show the performance improve-
ment of the proposed work, we compare its performance
with the state-of-the-art existing multicasting techniques.
In the first technique, multicasting is implemented as
independent unicast packets. The second technique employs
a Hamiltonian path based multicasting, which performs a
destination list sorting at the source router. This method
service all the destinations by making a duplicate only at the
destination router. Next is the RPM [7] where we recursively
make partitions for each regions.

We consider synthetic workloads for evaluation of
our proposed router design. We evaluate our design using
several standard synthetic traffic patterns: uniform, shuffle
and transpose for 8x8 mesh network under 4% multicast
traffic. Average flit latency, average transaction latency of
multicast packets and average link traversal count values
are collected for each synthetic traffic pattern, with varying
injection rate, until the saturation point is reached.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

A. Effect on Average Flit Latency

The latency of a flit is defined as the number of clock
cycles required to traverse the network from the source
to destination. We analyse the results under 4% multicast
traffic in such a way that, at every 25 cycles one multicast
message is generated with 8 destinations. Figure 5 shows
the plot of injection rate vs average flit latency for various
synthetic traffic patterns in 8x8 mesh network under 4%
multicast traffic. The average latency takes into account the
effect of both multicast and unicast messages.

Average latency increases with increase in the injection
rate. A point in the injection rate at which the latency
increases exponentially for linear increase in injection rate
is called the saturation point. Port contention increases with
increase in the injection rate, which results in the increased
latency. For all the synthetic traffic patterns, the proposed
work saturates at high injection rate than the Hamiltonian
[20] and Multicast as unicast method. The RPM and the
proposed work shows almost same latency at very low
injection rate, but RPM saturates at an early injection rate
due to the flooding of duplication for each regions. From this
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Figure. 6: Comparative analysis of Average Transaction Latency versus injection rate for various synthetic traffic patterns in
8x8 mesh network.
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Figure. 7: Comparative analysis of Average Link Traversal versus injection rate for various synthetic traffic patterns in 8x8
mesh network.

observation, we can conclude that our proposed technique is
capable of working at high injection rate.

B. Effect on Average Transaction Latency

Multicast transaction latency is defined as the time cycles
needed by a source router to disseminate the multicast mes-
sage to all its multicast destination routers. In other way, the
transaction latency can be considered as the time between
the creation of the multicast message to the dispatch of this
multicast message to the last destination. For multi-threaded
applications, a low transaction latency is a significant
requirement for the application in the source to continue
its execution. Another significant requirement for low
transaction latency is that, the multithreaded applications
demand for fast propagation of the invalidation message to
be propagated to its sharer destinations.

Figure 6 shows the plot of injection rate vs average
transaction latency for various synthetic traffic patterns in
8x8 mesh network under 4% multicast traffic. We can see
that the proposed method attains significant reduction in
transaction latency with respect to other technique right
from the zero load to saturation.

There is a wide difference in the transaction latency of
the proposed with all other techniques. This is because, in
the proposed scheme we assign high priority to the muticast
packet which helps in the productive port allocation of these
packets. Since it is assigned productive port which results in
the timely and effective delivery of the multicast message at
all its destination. At each router the unicast flits are penal-
ized for the multicast flit by moving to the side buffer.

C. Effect on Average Link Traversal Count

For a multicast message, the link traversal count is
defined as the total count of link traversed by the message
through the network before reaching all its destinations. The
link traversal count depends on - 1) number of duplicates
created for the message under consideration 2) hops covered
per message 3) Injection rate.

A flit encounters deflections in many intermediate
routers before it reaches the destination. As the injection
rate increases, the number of port conflict at a router also
increases. So an increase in the contention increases the
deflection rate which in turn increases the link traversal
count. The number of times a flit gets deflected affects
its hops. A packet that has encountered a deflection needs
minimum of three hops to come back to its original path.
Figure 7 shows the plot of injection rate vs average link
traversal count for various synthetic traffic patterns in 8x8
mesh network under 4% multicast traffic.

Results indicate that our proposed technique reduces
the number of hops for the packet delivery, which will pave
way for the reduction of dynamic power emission in an NoC
system. When the network load increases the deflections
occurs more frequently which leads to performance degrada-
tion. For the proposed method the improved priority scheme
reduces the deflection rate. Thus the multicast flits with less
deflection rate play an important role in reducing the link
traversal count.



Table 1: Routing pipeline delay analysis of proposed work using
verilog synthesis.

UNIT LATENCY
EDU 0.63ns
PPU 0.45ns
RDU 0.8ns
PA 2.022ns

D. Effect on Router Pipeline Latency

Verilog model of the proposed system is synthesized us-
ing Xilinx ISE 14.1. This gives the router latency for each
unit in the pipeline stage. The Table 1 shows the propagation
latency of each unit for the proposed architecture generated
from the synthesis results given by Synopsys Design Com-
piler with 90nm cmos technology [24]. We have found that
our proposed model achieve 12.5 % reduction in latency with
respect to RPM and 9 % with respect Hamiltonian based.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Through this work, an energy efficient router framework
for buffer-less multicasting has been recommended. The
proposed architecture is compared with Hamiltonian based,
Multicast as Unicast and Recursive Partitioning methods.
The recommended architecture is much faster in delivering
multicast messages to all its destinations. Experimental re-
sults across all the synthetic traffic pattern show that, the pro-
posed approach is efficient enough to be chosen as the best
choice for multicasting in buffer-less NoCs. New design has
the least Average Flit transaction latency, Average latency
and also the Average Hop Count when compared with all
other techniques. Thus the proposed architecture is an effi-
cient design choice for buffer-less NoCs with multicast mes-
sages even at high traffic.
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